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There are lots of experienced and creative photographers around the Web who eagerly share thei
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Article Body:
1. Surf around the Web. Look at images at magazines, papers, on-line galleries and you´ll find

2. Learn the `visual language´. Visit Art Museums, Galleries and Exhibitions that have phot

3. Watch Movies. It is another source of inspiration, as they are nothing more than still i
4. Read photography books to learn new techniques and then try to apply them in your work.

5. Look at things through the eyes of creativity. Pick anything and shoot it just to see wh

6. Composition is the key. Think about what you are doing. Frame your photo in your mind. L
7. The twenty step exercise. If you lack inspiration, you can take your camera, go outside

8. Plan a trip to a local botanical garden or a zoo. Make sure to visit such places from ti

9. Shoot in different conditions. E.g. iff you shoot in early morning, late in the afternoo
10.

Look through postcards. If you want to shoot the city you live in, or you plan a trip t

11. Learn how to ˆsee˜ with your camera ˘ another exercise to develop your eye. If your came
12. Self-criticism Shoot, shoot and shoot! But after you take tons of images, you should sor

13. Enter online contests. It´s great inspiration to find interesting stuff to photograph. Y
14. Join a photo community and interest groups.

It is cheap, informative, and fun. You can

15. Take a photo a day and see your life in a whole new way.
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